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Introduction and Context 
 
Cyber security is a growing and widely diffused complex threat to Zimbabwe in many ways.  The 
severity of security demands brings into question Zimbabwe’s approach in this fifth ‘domain’ of warfare. 
Zimbabwe’s precarious state in the cyber domain is seen by its ranking of 119 out of 160 countries in 
terms of the National Cyber-Security Index (NCSI), a measure for how countries are prepared to 
prevent cyber threats and manage cyber incidents (NCSI, 2021). The country is deficient in aspects of 
detecting, identifying, deterring, and protecting against threats emanating from the cyber domain. The 
rapid multiplication of contemporary cyber tools, gadgetry, tactics, procedures and techniques because 
of the 4th industrial revolution is worsening the threat landscape for citizens, government, private actors 
and the state. The 2021 Liquid Cybersecurity Report reveals that 82 percent of enterprises in 
Zimbabwe witnessed a spike in cyber threats and constitute the biggest risk. Equally, the range of actors 
in the cyber realm is complex, ranging from state actors and their proxies, as well as non-state actors 
such as terrorists, criminals and hacktivists. The cyber-attack motivations vary from espionage, war, 
monetary gain, terrorism and reputational harm. Policy clarity and strategic direction are key pillars in 
keeping tabs on the dynamic cybersecurity challenges, and this appears to be an area in which Zimbabwe 
is lacking.  
 
The World Economic Forum Global Risks Report (2021) ranks cyber risks in the top ten of both 
likelihood and impact. About 89 percent of computer software operating in Zimbabwe are pirated, 
which poses significant risks to data loss, hardware damage and broader security (Business Software 
Alliance, 2018). Notably, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, the country’s central bank, identified cyber as 
one of the leading threats to Zimbabwe’s financial system, and is regarded a major contributor to illicit 
financial flows (IFFs) according to the National Payment System Cyber Security Draft (2021). On the 
political and governance front, in 2017, the government of Zimbabwe created a short-lived Ministry 
called Cyber-security, Threat Detection and Mitigation led by Patrick Chinamasa. The military also 
voiced concerns. In December 2017, Brigadier General Fidelis Mhonda of the Commander 2 Infantry 
Battalion also underscored the threat of cyber to “national security, economic prosperity and public 
safety” during the graduation of the School Military Police Graduation at the Mzilikazi Barracks.  
Moreover, in March 2020, the then Zimbabwe National Army (ZNA) Commander Edzai Chimonyo 
once made reference to “social media” as a security threat and the military was considering snooping on 
communications in order to “guard against subversion.” On the 14th of January 2019, the Ministry of 
State Security (Intelligence) sanctioned internet shutdowns also corroborate concerns regarding cyber 
governance in Zimbabwe.  
 
Despite the above stated rhetoric and expressions, cyber-security still has limited salience in 
Zimbabwe’s policy and academic circles. In fact, there is no specific expressive policy document on 
cyber-security yet, despite many other countries now having such policies. In many ways, absence of a 
comprehensive policy reference document does not augur well with the increasing potency of cyber-
related threats and exposure landscape. This also translates to a lack of a requisite institutional structure 
for coordinating and addressing this mounting threat. In this policy brief, we contend that inaction in 
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security matters is in most cases associated with consequential implications which may disrupt the 
broader society.  This policy brief highlights key insights that aid Zimbabwe’s development of a Cyber 
Security Policy framework. 
 

Methodological Approach 
 

 Desk-based research. 
 Expert Opinion Views. 

 
1. Legal Framework and Institutional Deficits 

Currently, Zimbabwe’s cyber-governance (internet, electronic and telecommunications) is covered 
under a number of documents including: The Interception of Communications Act 2007 (11:12), 
Criminal Law Codification Reform Act 2004 (9:23), Postal and Telecommunications Act 2000 (12:05), 
and Income Tax Act 1967 (23:06).  These laws are crucial, but are deficient when it comes to addressing 
the complexities around cyber security and the now fledging digital-dominant world. The upcoming 
Cyber Security and Data Security Bill is a welcome attempt to place emphasis on cyber as a key domain. 
One of its strengths is the proposal to have a National Cyber Security Centre, to be housed under the 
Postal and Telecommunications Regulatory Authority of Zimbabwe (POTRAZ). However, key questions 
are whether POTRAZ will have the capacity to effectively discharge duties under its additional mandate? 
Similarly, the exact roles on how cyber security coordination will be undertaken remain vague. 
Moreover, the bill seems not to be clear on issues around cyber warfare, espionage, sabotage, terrorism 
and how critical infrastructure will be protected. Furthermore, it is equally silent about the non-civilian 
component of cyber.  Zimbabwe is ranked 133th out of 134th countries in terms of regulatory 
frameworks, which essentially refers to policy according to Network Readiness Index (NRI) (2020).  
 
Another contentious element of the Cyber Security and Data Protection Bill (2019) is in balancing civil 
liberties and national security. Some of the contents in the bill are at variance with Section 61 of the 
Constitution of the Republic of Zimbabwe (2013) on freedom of media and expression. In essence, 
Clause 164 criminalizes spreading false information online with a potential jail time of over 5 years. The 
bill also criminalizes incitement of violence through online platforms such as social media (Facebook, 
WhatsApp and Twitter). Of concern is how the government conceptualizes and interprets ‘false’ 
information and “incitement.” A politically motivated interpretation of these might be used against 
political dissent and civil society actors.  
 
A country’s cyber security framework puts in place a clear and functional institutional framework. 
Section 207 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe ((2013) identifies the Defense forces, Zimbabwe Republic 
Police, Intelligence Services and Prisons and Correctional Services as the main security actors in 
Zimbabwe. Such actors are expected to discharge their duties in non-partisan manner and they do so 
within the governance architecture of the Executive and Parliament (select and standing committees). In 
essence, security policy development is largely driven by the executive, and complemented by the 
technical know-how of the leadership of different security agencies.  
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Policy Recommendations: 
 Human resourcing of NCSC with qualified cyber-security skilled personnel from different 

backgrounds. 
 Develop a clear guideline regarding the NCSC’s modus operandi and its engagement with 

different agencies and actors in Zimbabwe.  
 Development and resourcing of a Cyber-Command within defense, with both the army and air 

force having their own units. 
 Identify and assign academic institutions who will be key as centers of excellence for teaching, 

research and training on cyber issues. 
 Set-up and resource a desk within the Ministry of Foreign affairs to lead in cyber diplomacy 

efforts for Zimbabwe.  
 In all key institutions such as government, military, intelligence, police and judiciary, capacities in 

key fronts such as financial, human, technical, and managerial need to be improved.   
 
 2. Cyber- Security Awareness 
Human factors such as errors, ignorance and incompetence often contribute to cyber insecurity 
(Hughes-Lartey, Li,  Botchey & Qin, 2021). In other words, a cyber-policy has to be considerate not 
only of the political and technical factors, but has concerted attention to psychological and behavioral 
dynamics. One of the major weaknesses to strengthening cyber-security is the level of cyber awareness 
(knowing and doing something about cyber) institutions and individuals have with regard to threats. In 
the context of Zimbabwe, a significant segment of the population (employees, leaders and citizens) as 
well as many small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and even government agencies, have limited 
appreciation of the threats and vulnerabilities related to cyber. The Postal Telecommunications 
Regulatory Authority of Zimbabwe (POTRAZ) has championed cyber-security awareness events, which 
however have had limited reach in the country. Building a cyber-security culture in Zimbabwe is 
important. This can be done through training, awareness programs, and continued risks assessments. 
Importantly, it requires all sectors to institute requisite organizational policies, clear technical and 
operational standards, and how information security systems and products can be verified. Major states 
such as the United States of America (USA) have made cyber-personnel development a high priority.  
 
Policy Recommendations: 

1. Increasing and strengthening cyber-security awareness in key government and non-government 
institutions. 

2. Spread cyber-awareness among key policy-makers and implementers (judiciary, police, 
intelligence, small and medium enterprises and parastatals). 

3. Launch campaigns aimed at promoting digital literacy and cyber awareness from schools and 
highest levels of government structures.  

 
 3. Critical Infrastructure Exposure 
Critical infrastructure is vital for modern day and it encompasses road, rail, water, health, government 
services, finance, information and communication technology (ICT) systems, as well as emergency 
services. This infrastructure is largely distributed and intertwined across the country. Major examples of 
critical infrastructure lie with enterprises such as Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority (ZESA), 
telecoms (fiber networks, switch rooms, data-centers), financial systems like the national payment 
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systems (NPS), aviation controls for Civil Aviation Authority of Zimbabwe (CAAZ) and emergency 
systems. If such infrastructure is disrupted or damaged, it will lead to substantial harm to life, safety and 
well-being. The majority of critical infrastructure attacks have dominantly included distributed denial of 
service (DDoS), spear phishing, malware and ransomware. A major cyber-attack on critical 
infrastructure happened in South Africa, when Transnet information communication systems were 
disrupted.  
 
 
Policy Recommendations: 

 Identify and categorize critical infrastructure that needs cyber-security enhancement. 
 Development of a coordination structure between government and the private sector with 

regards to securing critical infrastructure. 
 Develop incentives for the private sector to bolster their cyber security using tax incentives in 

procurement, personnel hiring, and cross-learning. 
 Embed resilience and agile crisis management in all critical infrastructure controls.  

 
4 Coordination and Inclusion 

Cyber-security is not only a domain of the state but it also includes different agencies, actors and 
institutions, often with divergent interests, motivations and resources at their disposal. Such key actors 
include militaries, government, public and private companies, academia and civil society. The increased 
sophistication of the threats, actors and technologies involved in cyber matters also brings into light 
joint efforts and collective thinking towards building security. Without proper coordination of these 
different actors the state alone has limited capacity to bolster security. The private sector is a developer 
and provider of services such as telecoms, software, banking, applications and related services, whereas 
the civil society often stands for the interests of the citizens in policy making.  In countries like the US, 
leading private sector technology actors such as Microsoft, Intel, Apple, Alphabet and Facebook have 
direct engagement with the presidency on how the country should strengthen its cyber-security 
posture.  
 
Policy Considerations: 

 Prioritise intergovernmental collaboration, academia, government and private sector, state and 
international community and state and civil society. 

 Harmonisation of laws around cyber and ensuring that they are in sync with the national 
constitution. 

 Open-engagement with key industrial players, or to have the business community having direct 
engagement with the head of state on matters of cyber. 

 Essential is to have the policy draft be endorsed and driven at the highest levels of the 
government and the state, which has the authority to oversee national security in Zimbabwe.  

 
5. Human Resources Deficiencies 

Unlike other domains of warfare, cyber requires high-level technical skills and expertise which is in 
short-supply not just in Zimbabwe. Effective cybersecurity requires persons skilled in a mix of science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) domains. Such persons normally have qualifications in 
computer science and engineering, information systems, machine learning, cryptography, mathematics 
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and systems thinking. Unfortunately, according to the National Critical Skills Audit Report 2018 the 
country has a skills shortfall; with Engineering and Technology standing at 93,57%, and Natural and 
Applied Sciences at 96, 91%. Other related skills required are from non-technical domains such as law, 
political science and psychology. Equally concerning, is that the country’s tertiary education places less 
premium on research and development, a factor which undermines high-skills development. High levels 
of brain drain also erodes the human capital base necessary for cyber skills pool. In short, the skills gap 
does not comport well with enhancing cyber security across various sectors, particularly for the 
government, military and private sector.  
 
Policy Considerations: 

 Prioritization of STEM education and skills training within the entire national education policy 
framework. Increased funding for this is critical.  

 Development of short-term cyber skills training courses and manuals for public servants. 
 Encourage corporations to up-skill and re-skill their staff on cyber-security matters.   
 Government collaborates with academia and private corporations to support and encourage 

innovations on cyber tools and resources.  
 Government puts in place fiscal incentives for entities that develop cyber skills.  

 
6. Cyber Defense, Intelligence and Crime  

For strategic reasons the military has to be combat ready and have secure systems. Today’s militaries 
are becoming heavily reliant on cyber capabilities to effectively function across domains such as land, air 
and sea. Because of the importance of national security, protection of defense (military and air force) 
networks, assets and systems against enemy attacks is crucial. In essence, a cyber-policy needs to 
emphasise bolstering defensive and offensive capabilities which go beyond the traditional electronic 
welfare. Other nations such as Israel and the USA have formed units (troops, operating units) geared 
towards detecting, monitoring, analyzing and responding to any threatening incidents in cyberspace. Even 
crucial is attending to strategic issues regarding military doctrine in cyberspace.  
 
Equally crucial is bolstering cyber intelligence. An equally important component for cyber is how it has 
transformed intelligence operations. Zimbabwe has been a victim of attacks from across borders and 
should be wary of foreign espionage and attacks from both state and non-state actors. For Zimbabwe, 
this means ensuring key elements of intelligence are reinforced from espionage, counter-intelligence, 
intelligence gathering, processing and analysis. 
 
Cyber-crimes are currently dominating the cyber-landscape in Zimbabwe. Such crimes range from child-
abuse, intellectual property theft, ransomware, phishing, child pornography, laundering and hacking. The 
capacity of the law-enforcement agency, Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) and the broader criminal 
justice system is underprepared to deal with sophisticated versions of cybercrimes.  
 
Policy Recommendations: 

 Development and resourcing of a cyber-army. 
 Cyber-awareness development in the defense force (improving capacity in procurement). 
 Increased investment in security of military assets (e.g. command and control) and networks.  
 Development of a cyberwarfare doctrine and deterrence instruments.  
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 Enhance intelligence capabilities in detecting, deterring and mitigating cyber intelligence threats.  
 Upgrade and bolster the security of classified and military networks.  
 Reconfigure police structures and upskill personnel on cyber-investigations, particularly the 

Criminal Investigations Department’s (CID) Cyber Crime Unit.  
 

7. Cyber Diplomacy  
Cyber threats and attacks generally disregard state political boundaries. It is difficult for a single state to 
singularly deal with those who carry out attacks outside the confines of the jurisdiction. In light of this, 
Zimbabwe has to explore bilateral and multilateral channels towards building international norms and 
frameworks. This may help address concerns around cyber weaponry, internet governance, 
proliferation, non-state actor behaviours, terrorism and cybercrime.   
 
Zimbabwe has been a victim of cyber operations emanating from foreign actors such as WannaCry 
attack. WannaCry was a 2017 global crypto-ransomware attack on Microsoft Windows systems and it 
demanded payments in the form of Bitcoin. Diplomacy will be crucial for learning best practices and 
frameworks, harmonization of laws and norms, and for cooperation in terms of prosecution and 
investigations. Importantly, the use of diplomacy also helps in reducing the need for coercive or military 
use in both domestic and foreign cybersecurity. 
 
Policy Considerations: 

 Ensure that the policy is in tandem with the civil liberties and privacy rights guaranteed by the 
Constitution of Zimbabwe (2013). 

 Participate and contribute to bilateral and multilateral development of protocols, instruments 
and frameworks around cybersecurity. 

 Promote collaboration in cyber-crime investigations and information sharing. 
 Capacitate diplomats in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with insights on improving cyber 

diplomacy.  
 

8. State and Citizen Tension Conundrum 
One of the major concerns in the development of a security policy is how threats are defined, and the 
associated conflation of government and the state. For many years, Zimbabwe has had challenges around 
how the government and the state are conflated. This has largely given rise to regime security being 
considered a national security priority. One of the major tensions in cyber policies are on ensuring 
security without compromising on civil liberties. Civil liberties are underscored by the Zimbabwean 
Constitution, and a range of international laws and related instruments. There is great danger that 
authoritarian tendencies may lead to misuse of the cyber policy in surveillance, and punishment of 
dissenting voices and opposition figures. Specified investigative measures may be employed at the 
expense of privacy and individual liberties. Strict restrictions on information storage and sharing may 
impede commercial transitions and activities.  
 
Policy Recommendations: 

 Development of a framework which outlines guidelines, standards and practices for the 
protection of data and critical infrastructure is fundamental. 

 Premise the cyber-policy on the national Constitution.  
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8. High Dependency Technology Development 

Zimbabwe is particularly vulnerable because of its high reliance on imported technologies related to 
both military and civilian networks, telecoms, computing systems and platforms. In short, the country is 
dominated by primary industries, thus it is short of industrial development, which is often imported. In 
many ways, this makes the country vulnerable to attacks emanating from where these technologies were 
coming from and those most conversant in such technologies and systems. The development of a 
competitive domestic industry which contributes to cybersecurity services and products is one crucial 
way of maintaining sovereignty.  
 
Policy Recommendations: 

 Support of local industry development and innovations. 
 Entrust some security product developments internally. 
 Support the growth of the security industrial complex.  

 
Conclusion 
Zimbabwe’s cyber security policy must broadly cover key components such as prevention, detection, 
assessment and remediation. A robust policy is based on objective assessment of the threat landscape as 
well as continuous improvement. Zimbabwe needs to have the capacity to defend its values, interests 
and equally promote its strategic objectives. Delivering on the policies requires political commitment, 
well designed institutional architecture, financing, skilled people and coordination. The crafting of the 
Cyber Security Policy has to be inclusive, involving traditional security architecture and other non-
traditional players such as Ministries of ICT, Postal and Courier Services, Judiciary and Higher Education, 
civil society and the private sector.  
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